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Abstract

Anthracycline chemotherapy is an important treatment to tumors, but this drug has a
serious side effect of leading to heart failure. The research on cardiotoxicity requires
the culturing of cardiomyocytes, and GFP is used to indicated the cardiomyocytes out
of the stem cell line. Efficient ways of analyzing fluorescent images becomes essential
in this experiment. However, GFP signals vary between different batches of cells. Wellestablished automatic thresholding tools in ImageJ cannot satisfy the need of finding
fluorescent signals from images.
In this thesis, we first try to use the gray value features of images to predict the
appropriate binary thresholds. The experiment shows obvious underfitting and no bias
on gray value features. Then, we try unsupervised learning method, the fuzzy c-means
clustering, to see if clustering methods can have a good performance. This method
shows good results on some of the images, but cannot handle the images with too many
or too few cells in vision. At last, we use U-Net as an example of deep learning
segmentation method to segment the image into foreground and background. We try
different sizes of input images, and experiment with the biggest size of input images
(1024ⅹ1024) shows the best performance, with a test set accuracy of 0.7556 and IoU
of 0.8468.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Research on cardiotoxicity
Tumors come to be one of the biggest risks to human health. Among many tumor
treatment methods, anthracycline chemotherapy is an important one, with an effective
performance on many kinds of cancers. However, one side effect it brings is the
cardiotoxicity. The most serious outcome could be heart failure[1].
Heart functions as the pump which pushes the blood to every corner of the human body
in order to transport oxygen, nutrients, and metabolic waste. Human heart has four
chambers separated by four valves. The one-way valves limit the direction the blood
flows. Human heart wall is a three-layer structure: endocardium, myocardium, and
epicardium, from inner to outer. The inner endocardium is connected with the chambers
and valves. The outer myocardium functions as the protection and lubrication. When
these muscles contract in an appropriate and coordinated way, the ventricle is twisted
and squeezed from several directions, and blood flows out of the heart. Sarcomere is
the fundamental unit of heart muscle cells, or cardiomyocyte, and it contributes a lot in
the contraction of the heart muscles. The change in sarcomere leads to the change in
contraction capability of the heart.
Cardiac remodeling is considered as a cause of heart failure as well as many other kinds
of heart diseases. In cardiac remodeling, the size of cardiomyocyte increases, and its
shape changes. Cardiac wall stiffness increases in this process[2] by changing the
properties of sarcomeres in the heart. However, the detailed mechanisms are not very
clear so far. Research on heart muscle cells and efficient observation methods are very
essential.
Human stem cells and derived cardiomocytes are popular material in heart study. To
better analyze the performances of certain proteins, green fluorescent protein (GFP) is
well used as a fusion protein to indicate the location of target proteins. GFP shows green
fluorescence when it is exposed to light from blue to ultraviolet, which is useful in
labelling target proteins. Since the targets of interest have been labelled with green
fluorescent, the following step is to find an efficient way to segment these pixels from
the background of a fluorescent image.

1.2 Related works in image segmentation
1.2.1 Classic segmentation method
In the field of computer vision, image segmentation refers to the process that separates
the whole image into multiple sub-areas. All of the pixels inside one sub-area are

expected to indicate some characteristics of the original image, such as color, texture,
or distinguish the foreground out of the background. There are various methods for
image segmentation.
Thresholding is the simplest method for grayscale image segmentation. The main
purpose of thresholding is to choose a fixed value as the threshold, and separate the
foreground and the background by the gray values of each pixels.
For digital biological images, ImageJ is a very popular software used for image
processing and analysis. In addition, it encompasses many classic auto thresholding
algorithms[3]. We firstly give a brief introduction of those widely used thresholding
algorithms.
IsoData
At the very beginning, an initial threshold is set randomly. Then, the image is divided
into the foreground and the background. Subsequently, the mean gray values of
foreground and background are computed. The new threshold is replaced by the average
of the two mean gray values. The process is repeated several times until convergence[4].
Intermodes
This algorithm is based on the histogram of gray values. The histogram is firstly
assumed to be bimodal, and then smoothed several times until two wave peaks are
achieved. The threshold is set to the mean value of two peaks. However, this method
does not work well while the image histogram is not bimodal, or the wave peaks are
not distinct[5].
Otsu
In Otsu[6] algorithm, the image is divided into two classes, the background and the
foreground. All thresholds available are traversed and are used to calculate the withingroup variances. The threshold with the least within-group variance is decided as the
threshold for binary segmentation.
Seeded region growing
In seeded region growing (SRG) algorithm[7], the seed points are firstly selected
according to some features, such as gray values. Each seed point refers to certain area
of the image. Then, the area grows with the seed point as origin, and the nearby pixel
points are be merged based on certain criteria, such as texture similarity. However, SRG
could be too sensitive to noise of certain pixel, which brings a major disadvantage of
this algorithm.
Watershed Separation
In watershed algorithm[8], the whole image is treated as a map, in which the gray value
is considered as the height of each pixel, and the threshold can be seen as the water
level. The water level increases from the minimum of the gray value until it overflows,
and dams are set in case the water merges. The segmentation is accomplished according

to the lines of pixels where dams lie.
Edge detection
The aim of edge detection[9] is to find pixels where the grayscale value changes
intensely. The detection could be achieved by search-based method and zero-crossing
based method. In search-based method, different gradient is used to estimate the
direction of edge and find the local maximum. In zero-crossing based method, the edge
is positioned by zero-crossings of non-linear differential expression such as the
Laplacian.
1.2.2 Machine learning method
One attempt on supervised learning is using K-means clustering. In K-means algorithm,
the number of clusters k is determined, and centers are initialized. The Euclidean
distances between every cluster centers and every pixel are calculated, and each pixel
is assigned to the near cluster according to the distance. Since all pixels are assigned,
the new centers of all clusters can be calculated from the pixels, and then the new
distances between centers and pixels are recalculated. This process is repeated several
times until convergence, and the output segmented image is achieved[10]. A lot of
works are used to improve the performance, such as using partial contrast stretching to
enhance the contrast[11], using subtractive clustering to find optimal initialization
centers[12].
Support vector machine (SVM) can be also used in the image segmentation. In SVM,
a hyperplane 𝑤 ∙ 𝑥 + 𝑏 = 0, separate the points in the dataset into two parts. For 𝑦 =
+1 , 𝑤 ∙ 𝑥 + 𝑏 ≥ 1. And for 𝑦 = −1 , 𝑤 ∙ 𝑥 + 𝑏 ≤ −1. The purpose of SVM is to
find a hyperplane with the minimal distances. SVM shows good performance in image
segmentation field, such as road extraction[13] and medical analysis[14] .
1.2.3 Deep learning based method
There are a lot of successful attempts of deep learning methods in the field of image
analysis. In computer vision field, convolutional neural network (CNN) is one of the
most popular deep learning methods[15]. CNN is usually made up of three parts[16].
The first one is the convolutional layer, in which the convolutional kernel slides over
the image and extracts the image features. A feature map appears after this step. In the
second part, down-sampling layer is used to reduce the dimension. In this step, the
number of parameters to be trained is decreased so as to enhance the running speed and
reduce the overfitting. The third part is the fully-connected layer. Here, all feature maps
are linked together and final classification function is used. AlexNet[17] is a very early
and successful application that using CNN in computer vision field. It consists five
convolutional layers followed by three fully connected layers. Instead of sigmoid or
Tanh that is used in CNN before, in AlexNet ReLU is used to solve the gradient
disappearance problem. Dropout is also used in AlexNet to reduce the overfitting.

VGG[18] is also successful in image processing filed. Compared to AlexNet, it uses
several small convolutional kernels instead of the bigger ones in AlexNet. In short,
VGG enhances the image processing capability by consuming more computing
resource in trade-off. Among all networks sharing similar structures, VGG-16 and
VGG-19 are both the popular ones. You can easily find pre-trained VGG-16 and VGG19 networks for convenience.
Although CNN is very successful in image classification tasks, one challenge for recent
well-used CNN is the information loss, due to the multiple convolutional processes and
down samplings. In this case, the feature map with small size can be very efficient in
classification tasks, but could also be too small to store enough image information[19].
Fully convolutional network (FCN)[20] is a good solution to this problem. Instead of
the final full connected layer of most CNN, FCN uses one up-sampling layer after the
final feature map. The size of the feature map after this step is restored the same as the
original image, making it possible to analyze pixel by pixel and solve more tasks apart
from classification. Another solution is the encoder-decoder architecture network, such
as U-Net[21]. Its nearly symmetry U-shape comes from an encoder part and a decoder
part. The encoder part is also called the contracting path, which consists multiple
convolutional and maxpooling layers. The decoder part, or the expanding path, using
deconvolution to restore the feature to the original sized segmentation map.

Chapter 2 Methodology and experiments
2.1 Dataset and problem
Fluorescent photographs are very popular in biomedical research, because fluorescence
probe is well-used as indicators. However, several properties of fluorescent images
suggest that it is not easy to find the best way to analyze them. First, it requires a dark
field for taking fluorescent images. Blurring and fuzzy are both common disruptions,
because it is not very easy to take a good fluorescent photo. Focus is a common reason.
Another important thing is to choose the appropriate exposure time. Second, it is hard
to always remain a consistent environment while making slices or taking images for
monolayer beating cells. The fluorescent signal strength of biological samples varies a
lot between different batches. It is certain that the images of different batches are have
very diverse properties, which makes it even harder to analyze. The unevenly thickness
of samples and coverslips is another cause.
The dataset of this project is 91 fluorescent images of green fluorescent protein tagged
cardiomyocytes. This image dataset incorporates different treatment conditions such as
varied drug concentrations and treatement days. The images from red fluorescent
channel and brightfield are not be used for this project. GFP images are formatted as
three channels (RGB) 8-bit color graphics. Only the values in green channels are kept.
The red and blue channels are empty. The size of the image is 1328 × 1048. For each
fluorescent image, it comes with a binary mask image, which are binarized according
to manually set thresholds by biologists. These binary masks are treated as ground truth
data set for performance evaluation and deep learning model training. The purpose of
this project is to better separate the foreground (the GFP positive cells) from the
background of each image, since traditional thresholding tools for biologists, such as
ImageJ, do not always bring satisfying results. In these images, fluorescent signals are
not evenly distributed, and cells lie in multi layers and do not scatter uniformly.
In this project, we first use machine learning methods to explore a potential way of
predicting a fixed threshold based on the properties of image histograms. Also, we use
Fuzzy C-means as an example of clustering algorithms. Then we use U-Net neutral
network, to see if artificial neutral network could better solve this segmentation problem.
Some examples of the dataset can be seen in Figure 1, including the gray value features
as well as the original image and binary mask.

Gray value features

Original image

Binary mask
Figure 1. Some examples of the dataset

2.2 Threshold prediction using machine learning methods
2.2.1 Features chosen
We firstly try to predict the threshold of an image based on features from gray value.
ImageJ provides a convenient way of extracting the image features for this experiment.
The features we choose are shown as in Table 1.
Feature

Explanation

Mean

The average gray value of every pixel

StdDev

Standard Deviation
The standard deviation of gray values

Mode

Modal Gray Value
The gray value of the biggest frequency

IntDen

Integrated Density
The sum of gray values of all pixels

Median

The median gray value of every pixel

Skew

Skewness
The third order moment of the average gray value

Kurt

Kurtosis
The fourth order moment of the average gray value
Table 1. Features of images

2.2.2 Problem formulation
With 91 images, each having 7 feature values, we are trying to use data
(x1, x2, .. x7)91
to predict the thresholds
(y1, y2, .. y91)T
using different machine learning algorithms.
2.2.3 Machine learning methods
The images are all 8-bit, with a continuous value from 0 to 255. We firstly want to make
use of different regression models instead of classification models. We try different
machine learning algorithms in this prediction task. All the regression tasks are based
on Scikit-learn package[22] in Python.
Linear
Linear regression uses linear regression equation to accomplish the prediction of
variables. In this task, we use multiple linear regression to predict the threshold using
values of different image features.
Logisitic
In logistic algorithm, a sigmoid function is added in the linear regression model.
Furthermore, it uses maximum likelihood method, instead of least squares method in
linear regression.
Polynomial regression
In polynomial regression, nth degree polynomial model is used to predict the dependent
variable based on the independent variable. Thus it could be regarded as a special linear
regression model.
Ridge and Lasso regression
Ridge and Lasso regression are both special cases of multiple linear regression models.
They use different regularization methods to solve the overfitting problem. In ridge
regression L2 regularization is used, and L1 regularization is used in lasso regression.
Bayesian linear regression
Bayesian inference is used in this model. The parameters of the linear regression are
regarded as random variable, and posterior is calculated from the prior.

2.2.4 Data pre-processing
Outlier detection is a very important step in machine learning, because outliers make
the model less fitting and accrate. Z-score test is used in the pre-processing step.
𝑍 =

𝑥 − 𝜇
𝜎

Here 𝜇 and 𝜎 refer to the average and standard deviation of all points xi. Data with
the absolute Z score bigger than 3 is considered as outliers.
Apart from using Z score test to remove the outliers, we also implement the
normalization process using sklearn.preprocessing.MinMaxScaler libaray to map all
the values to the range from 0 to 1, for a better training process.
2.2.5 Experiment
In this experiment, we make different attempts to predict the threshold using the
features derived from gray value of an image.
First, we try testing on the numbers of the features used in this experiment. There are
seven features in this experiment, and the numbers we try are from 2 to 7. The reason
why we do this attempt is to lower the influence of unimportant features. Besides, some
features might have potential relationship and have mutual influence, since they are all
achieved from the gray values. We believe the attempt of lowering the features used
could decrease the multicollinearity.
Second, we use different regression methods to do the prediction. Six different
regression models are used in this experiment.
Third, we use different random seeds to do each of the experiments, from the data traintest split step to the actual predicting. 10 random seeds are used in each set of
combination. Mean values and standard deviations are used to evaluate the performance
of the model. For the best combination we achieve, intersection-over-union (IoU) is
used to see the effect of prediction model on the images.
The experiment procedure is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Experiment procedure of machine learning methods

2.3 Fuzzy C-means
2.3.1 Algorithm
Fuzzy C-means clustering is a special method of clustering algorithm. In this method,
one data point could belong to 1 or more clusters, which makes its biggest difference
compared to other clustering algorithms.
In Fuzzy C-means algorithm, a degree function is used to show the degree that a data
point belongs to a certain cluster, and the algorithm can be expressed into the
optimization problem below:
minimize 𝐽 =

s. t.

= 1,

𝑢

𝑥 −𝑐

𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁

𝑢 = 1,

𝑢 ≥0

Here 𝑢 is used to illustrate the degree that a data point i belongs to a class j. The
fuzzifier m is used as a factor of the fuzziness, where larger m expresses a fuzzier cluster.
When m equals 1 the algorithm is not fuzzy any more, in this case one data point can
only belongs to one cluster. 𝑐 is the center of cluster j. All distances in this algorithm
are Euclidean distance.
2.3.2 The pseudo code of Fuzzy C-means algorithm
FCM algorithm [23]
Begin
Initialization 𝑐, 𝑚, 𝑇, 𝜀, 𝑢( )
t←0
for t < T
t←t+1
compute centroid 𝑉 ( )
update 𝑢( )
until

t = T or

return 𝑢( ) − 𝑣 (
End

𝑢( ) − 𝑢(

)

≤𝜀

)

2.3.3 Experiments
The implementation of FCM is based on skfuzzy package (https://github.com/scikitfuzzy/scikit-fuzzy) in Python. Some of the experiments refer to the codes tutorial
(https://github.com/ariffyasri/fuzzy-c-means).

2.4 U-Net
2.4.1 The principle of U-Net neural network
U-Net is a fully convolutional network that is well-used in image segmentation.
Compared to traditional convolutional network, it has an expanding path that restores
the feature map to nearly a same size as the original input image. In this case, the labels
can be assigned to every pixel of the feature map, which makes it possible to do a
detailed segmentation.

Figure 3. The structure of U-Net[21]

Figure 3 shows the basic architecture of U-Net. The contracting path and the expansive
path show similarly symmetric, forming the U-shape structure. The contracting path, or
the left part, is consisted of 4 blocks. Each block contains 3 convolutional layers with
3×3 kernel, and a maxpooling layer of 2×2 kernel for down-sampling. When the input
size of original image is 572×572, it achieves feature maps of 32×32. On the right is
the expansive path of U-Net, which is also consisted of 4 blocks. In each block, a
deconvolution layer (upsampling) firstly doubles the size of the feature map. Then a
concatenation layer is used to connect the correspondingly feature map of contracting
path. Then two convolutional processes with 3×3 kernels are added. After the four
blocks, it returns a feature map of size 388×388, which is relatively close to the size of
the original image[21].
One advantage of U-Net is that it does not require a large amount of original data, but
it requires data augmentation to bring the invariance and robustness[21]. Thus, data
augmentation is very important in this case. According to the work[21] of Ronneberger
et al., they only use 30 images of 512×512 size. For image data, commonly used
augmentation methods are shifting, rotating, and mirroring processes.
2.4.2 Data pre-processing and train-test set chosen
The original size of an image is 1328×1048. We crop the original image so as to match
the size of an input image of the U-Net, and we use different size for the training. We
make three attempts on the size of image: large size (1024×1024), middle size
(512×512), and small size (256×256).
Since the size of the whole dataset is relatively small (only 91 images in total), the data

augmentation step is very essential for the long period of training. Here we use
ImageDataGenerator from tf.keras library. In our experiment, an image could be
randomly rotated, shifted or flipped. However, the lightness is not changed, and
rescaling is not used either so as to keep the resolution of the original image. Briefly,
the image could only be shifted, rotated, or mirrored, but the shape and scale keep the
same. Besides, the filling mode is set to ‘mirrored’, which is consistent with the
principle of U-Net, in which all boundaries of an image are mirrored to increase the
accuracy. In each of the augmentation fold, the whole image set is augmented 5 times,
which makes 455 (5×91) images of large size (1024×1024) images, 1820 (5×91×4)
images of middle size (512×512) images, or 7280 (5×91×16) images of small size
(256×256) images.
2.4.3 Network initialization
We use different tensor channels (the parameter filter in Conv2D) for different image
size. Since our implementation of U-Net is based on Google Colaboratory, in all
experiments we try to keep the channels to its maximum, for a better training result.
For big size images, the channels are set to 5, while in middle and small sized images,
the channels are set to 10 and 16 respectively.
2.4.4 Training and evaluation
Our strategy is using a whole augmentation fold as the test set. As a balance of training
effect and calculation limit, we use one augmentation fold to do enough epochs of
training, then save the training record, and use another augmentation fold to continue
the training. At last, we use a new augmentation fold as the test set, and do the following
evaluation. The evaluation is based on IoU and its distribution.
Some codes that are used in this experiment refer to the U-Net codes tutorial on GitHub
(https://github.com/decouples/Unet/blob/master/unet.py). The experiment procedure is
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Experiment procedure of U-Net

Chapter 3 Results
3.1 Threshold prediction using machine learning methods
In this task, our aim is to predict the threshold of an image based on 7 features of gray
values of an image. We use 6 different regression models in the prediction. We also
accomplish two different attempts. First, we test on the number of features used in the
prediction, from 2 to 7. Second, we also test on different combinations of the features.
In this experiment, we use two index to find the best combination of the feature set. The
first is the root mean square error (RMSE) between the true thresholds and predicted
thresholds. We use RMSE to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction model. The second
is the standard deviation of the predicted value. It is used to check whether the
prediction could keep stable. Besides, for the best combination of features, we use
intersection-over-union (IoU) to see its performance on given images.
Also, we use different random seeds to do multiple experiments, for every machine
learning algorithm and every feature combination. The experiment with the least RMSE
among 10 tests (in different random seeds) is chosen. The results are shown in Table 2.
The best combination we achieve in this experiment (thickened and italicized in Table
2) is using polynomial regression model based on 2 features: StdDev and Median. The
minimal RMSE of 10 tests are 8.14, and the standard deviation in 10 tests are 3.11. We
use this model on the dataset images to see the model’s actual effect on images. The
result is poor, with an average IoU of only 0.56. Furthermore, we calculated the best
combination of features in each experiment, however no obvious feature bias is found.
The detailed result can be seen in supplemental materials (Table S1). Since none of the
feature is shown very helpful in threshold prediction, we do not regard this experiment
as a successful one. We further search for other promising segmentation method for this
project.

LINEAR

LOGISTIC

Features

Min RMSE of 10 tests

Std of 10 tests

2

9.11

2.85

3

8.87

2.92

4

8.91

3.11

5

10.12

3.65

6

11.51

4.02

7

15.06

5.91

2

9.65

4.66

3

9.93

4.40

4

9.88

4.30

5

10.46

4.25

6

10.76

4.43

RIDGE

LASSO

POLY

BAYESIAN

7

12.31

5.02

2

9.09

3.02

3

8.92

3.03

4

9.18

3.18

5

9.82

3.18

6

10.16

3.38

7

11.06

3.90

2

9.17

2.87

3

9.01

2.90

4

8.99

3.18

5

10.02

3.55

6

11.04

3.76

7

13.63

5.42

2

8.14

3.11

3

8.50

3.22

4

10.02

3.30

5

14.59

5.07

6

21.40

3.29

7

37.23

16.80

2

9.11

2.91

3

9.04

2.90

4

9.01

3.18

5

9.87

3.42

6

11.06

3.70

7

14.43

5.66

Table 2. Minimal RMSE and standard deviation of ten tests in threshold prediction.
(Best result is thickened and italicized)

3.2 Fuzzy C-means algorithm
Fuzzy C-means algorithm is our second attempt. Since cells are not uniformly scattered
in every part of the image, and the fluorescent signal is not evenly distributed, we try
to use local thresholding method in the very beginning. We try splitting the image into
16 grids, and do the segmentation inside each grid. However, the result is far from
satisfying, since the segmented images show very obvious severance in the border of
grids. Some sample results of gridding before segmentation are shown in Figure 5.
Therefore, we do not use gridding in the following experiments.
Some successful results of Fuzzy C-means clustering segmentation are shown in Figure
6. The mean IoU in Fuzzy C-means method is 0.75. Besides, the average running time
for segment a 1328×1048 sized image is 192.33 second, which is relatively a long time.
What’s more, FCM does not always bring a good result. It is obviously shown in Figure
7 that it fails to segment the images with too many or too few cells in vision.

Original image

Gridding samples

Binary mask

Figure 5. Sample images of gridding before implementing FCM.
Left, middle, right columns show original image, gridding samples, binary mask. Very obvious discontinuity
can be seed in middle column images.

Original image

FCM segmentation

FCM segmentation

(in green channel)

(binary color)

Binary mask

Figure 6. Sample images of successful examples using FCM.
(from left to right) First column shows the original image. Second and third columns show the segmentation
result by FCM, shown in green channel image and binary color image. Fourth column shows the binary mask.

Original image

FCM segmentation

FCM segmentation

(in green channel)

(binary color)

Binary mask

Figure 7. FCM fails to segment florescent photos with poor shooting, with too many or too few cells in vision.

3.3 Segmentation using U-net
We firstly have a quality check of the augmented images to see if the images can be
used for further training. Some augmented images are shown in Figure S1 in
supplementary materials. Most of the images are correctly augmented and can be used
in training.

The training results of segmentation with different input image size are shown in Table
3. In the experiments with small size images, a serious overfitting can be easily found
from the binary accuracy of training and test sets.
Small (256×256)
4

Mid (512×512)
4

Big (1024×1024)
4

Binary accuracy
(training set)

0.8083

0.8052

0.7909

Binary accuracy
(test set)

0.6421

0.7382

0.7556

IoU

0.6011

0.7579

0.8468

Image size
Folds used in training

Table 3. Results of U-Net training in three different sized image

Furthermore, we calculate its final IoU distribution, to see if most of the segmented
images have good IoU. The IoU distributions of experiments on three sized images are
shown in Figure 8. It is very obvious that the experiment with big size images have the
best performance, with higher IoU, compared with the experiments of other two sizes.
Besides, we also draw the plots of training record curve, which are shown in Figure S2
in supplementary material.

Small (256×256)

Mid (512×512)

Big (1024×1024)

Figure 8. IoU distributions of experiments on small, mid, and big size images.

In order to check the different segmentation quality of U-Net with different input image
size, we randomly select some augmented image, as well as their segmentation results.
The results are shown in Figure 9. In the experiment with small size image (256×256),
although the segmented image shares some cell outline with the binary mask, the
difference between them is very obvious. The segmentation quality becomes better in
mid-size experiment. In big size experiment, the segmentation quality is very good, and
the boundaries of the segmented image are very smooth, which is different of the
mosaic pattern in mid-size and small-size experiments.
U-Net segmented image

Small
(256×256)

Binary mask

Mid
(512×512)

Big
(1024×1024)

Figure 9. Some samples of segmentation result of U-Net with different input image size

Chapter 4 Discussion
4.1 Threshold predicting using machine learning method
For machine learning method, the quality control of the original images is a very
important step since outliers of the dataset make the model less accurate. In this
experiment, we do the outlier detection according to their gray value features, because
florescent images with abnormal gray value distribution could indicate that the image
does not contain a normal cell ratio, or even only shows the background. We detect
seven outliers in total. In addition, we check the corresponding images, and find that
these are indeed florescent images, with no obvious cell in the field. Thus we believe
that the pre-processing of detecting the outliers is successful. However, it might suggest
that the predicting of machine learning methods cannot handle the outliers very well,
and requires additional step for a better result.
However, it suggests that the threshold prediction based on gray value features does not
achieve a satisfying result. In the best combination of features, the minimal RMSE
between true and predict value is 8.14. Since the images in the dataset are 8-bit, which
means that the gray value range of a pixel is from 0 to 255, a RMSE of 8.14 is actually
a big difference. An IoU of only 0.56 also confirms the conclusion. Besides, the
standard deviation is 3.11, which means that the effect of the threshold prediction is not
stable, but with a large fluctuation. Also, since no feature bias is shown in the
experiment, we cannot distinguish those important features from the unimportant ones,
which enhance the underfitting in the training processes. With all the disadvantages
discussed above, we then have the following experiments with other methods.

4.2 Fuzzy C-means algorithm
As an unsupervised learning algorithms, FCM has a good performance in this
fluorescent image segmentation problem. Usually, fluorescent images are taken by
human, with carefully chosen vision and finely tuned image. However, in this task,
images are achieved by automatic workflow, which brings a small part of images with
poor vision, having too many or too few cell in the vision field. FCM fails to handle
these images. But for those well-taken images, FCM has a good performance.
Another problem is that the task of distinguishing the background and the foreground
is actually a 2-cluster problem. In actual experiment, we try to increase the number of
clusters, and obtain some interesting results (shown in Figure S3 in supplemental
material). With bigger number of clusters, the segmented images tend to identify more
patterns and textures of the original images. One reasonable assumption is that we could
choose from image outputs of different cluster numbers. However, when the number of
clusters reaches 7, the running time of a single image (1328×1048) comes to over ten

minutes. It seems that the time consuming is not well worth trying under the existing
computing conditions.

4.3 Segmentation using U-Net
Segmentation with U-Net is our final attempt. In this task, we firstly do the cropping to
all original images, from 1328×1048 to 1024×1024. This step is in convenience of
network size design and better comparing among experiments on different sizes. Since
we use Google Colaboratory to implement the computing, we cannot use the network
with bigger filters, which could be a disadvantage. In actual experiment, we try some
filter value that is less than what we mentioned in previous chapter. It shows that if the
value of filter is not big enough, the network cannot reach the convergence, and the
segmentation task cannot be finished in this case. Also, since the experiment of small
size images (256×256) shows very poor performance, we conclude that our
segmentation task is not successfully done in this size.
Another attempt in U-Net we try is the mathematical morphology. In Figure S1 we can
see obvious pixel particles alone from the cell monolayer. We try opening and closing
operations in order to remove them. However, the performance is not satisfying.
Besides, the opening and closing operations are really time consuming steps, because
the images are already augmented. That’s why we do not add them to the following
experiment.

4.4 Other
One limit of the segmentation task is the binary mask it uses. As we mentioned before,
those binary masks are achieved from manually set thresholding by biologists. However,
one disadvantage is that this simple thresholding method bring a lot of noises (the pixel
particles) in the mask, which makes the training performance less accuracy. For further
work, binary masks with finely circled foreground should take the place of the current
ones. However, this can be regarded as a challenge for further work, since finely
labelled dataset is always difficult to create.

Chapter 5 Supplemental Materials
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Table S1. Detailed features chosen and RMSE in threshold prediction using regression models.
Symbol O indicates that it is one of the features in the best combination.
Results of predicting based on all 7 features are not shown.

Image size

Image

Small
(256×256)

Mid
(512×512)

Big
(1024×1024)

Figure S1. Some samples of augmented image data.

Binary mask

Small size (256×256)

Mid size (512×512)
Figure S2. Training curve of three sized images

Big size (1024×1024)

2 clusters

3 clusters

5 clusters

7 clusters

Binary masks

Figure S3. FCM using different cluster numbers.
(From left to right) the number of cluster = 2, 3, 5, 7. The images of the right column is the binary mask.
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